ComBridge Home Control Center
Smart Home Manager – 24 hours a day
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Digital switching – comfortable living
KNX is the perfect technology for the private home environment.

But what options does the user of a Smart Home have to observe,

Digitally switch events, regulates and controls the modern Smart

change and intervene in events without disturbing or interfering

Home. Events are not just commands which switch a light on or

in the system? Is it possible for users to adjust lighting scenarios

move a shutter. They also provide a multitude of information about

to their individual needs at any time? Is a landlord or tenant

the temperature in a building, the status of heating and windows,

able to control the set point of a heating regulator or the events

current energy consumption, up-to-date alarm notifications, etc.

scheduled to trigger the night-time mode of a heater or the

Many of those happen automatically in the background. For

scheduled lowering and raising of a shutter without involving a

example, once a scene has been created, any type of event may

system integrator?

be set to trigger the scene, and scheduled functions are always
performed at the set time.

The answer is yes. IPAS specifically offers the ComBridge Home
Control Center (CB HCC) for users and system integrators of small

IPAS offers system integrators who work in the home environment a

and medium-sized buildings. The CB HCC is not just a product

multitude of devices which realise those functions that are typically

that has been developed on the drawing board. IPAS has analysed

required in the domestic field. An extensive selection ranges from

its customers‘ requirements and combined this analysis with many

actuators that have been created specifically for a decentralised

years of experience in order to develop a visualisation module

installation and are equipped with individual combinations of

which makes it possible to control a Smart Home at anytime from

inputs and outputs, to individual, design-oriented or standardised

anywhere in the world.

light switches and to gateways that connect different systems in
a building with each other.

IP - Devices

KNX - Devices

Design Panels

KNX-Control Panel

Transpondercard Reader

Touch Control ETS6C

µBrick Actuator

DaliControl e64
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Abstract technology easily managed
Almost all of us use a Smart Phone or Tablet PC. This generation

The best holiday snapshots can be immediately shared with

of communication devices helps us solve everyday tasks. One call

friends. With a single click we experience endless mobility. The

and the family knows when daddy is home; the office becomes

CB HCC integrates the Smart Home into this world of mobility.

mobile; e-mails can be sent from a cafe. Smart Phones remind

If you want to know what happens at home, all the information is

us of our appointments and inform us about the current weather.

presented either graphically or in a clearly laid out table format.

Web technology makes it possible
Whether in remote parts of a country or in the metropolises of our

performed reliably and the status of your Smart Home is

world, whether at the airport or your local restaurant, a simple

monitored. The CB HCC holds all the information about the Smart

click brings your home up on a display screen.
A simple structure makes it possible to quickly navigate to the
required function. Control functions can be operated intuitively
and presented in an appealing design. Everything can be seen
at a glance: Are all the windows closed? Is the heating working?
Has the post arrived? Is anyone at home? Has the coffee machine
been switched off?
CB HCC provides all this information and much more. And what
if the coffee machine has not been switched off? No problem

Home ready to be called up at any time. No matter whether the

at all. One click on the Smart Phone and the problem is solved.

information is checked from home or whilst on the move, it is

At home CB HCC takes control. Scheduling commands are

always kept up-to-date.
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The CB HCC becomes active
If windows are opened without authorisation or if a water

It is, of course, still possible to use a light switch to switch the

pipe leaks, if the heating has stopped working or the energy

light on or off or to get up and open the door when the door bell

consumption is suddenly too high, the CB HCC promptly informs

rings. However, if you like it comfortable, a tablet PC can bring

about such events and status changes via e-mail. Of course,

all these functions easily to the comfort of your sofa.

alarms are also displayed in the visualisation.

CB HCC – mobile Smart Home control
The graphical visualisation offers the ability to represent our

The CB HCC becomes a central component in a modern Smart

world with the highest degree of realism. From simple floor plans

Home as is not only provides the interface between human control

in 2D to photo-realistic 3D graphics of a building, the creative

and complex building processes, but also offers an integrated

possibilities are endless.

solution for our mobile world. In a few simple words this means
the following:

Functions for lighting, heating and sun blinds can be displayed on
the floor plan with a simple click. Easily understandable symbols
provide self-explanatory descriptions of the different functions.
Whilst modern building technology can often be perceived as
abstract and incomprehensible, the graphical visualisation can
greatly change this perception as images make it easier for us
to understand functions.
Graphical visualisations can therefore be the key to the
simple control of complex functions in building technology.

Seeing what happens from a place where one feels comfortable
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CB HCC – Complex functions easily integrated
The CB HCC offers the system integrator numerous possibilities

The CB Editor can be opened in any standard browser in

to easily integrate individual project requirements.

connection with Adobe Flash Player.

The CB Editor has been developed for all IPAS
visualisation solutions. The concept of one
Editor for everything makes the integration of
different devices simple and easy. The CB Editor
is always part of any visualisation solution. This
means the cumbersome installation on a PC is
no longer required. The project, images and
libraries, simply everything that belongs to a
project are already part of the CB HCC.

CB HCC – Visualisation made simple and flexible
Every CB HCC visualisation is based on HTML. This means a CB
HCC visualisation is perfectly suited for the display on Apple Smart
Phones (IPad, IPhone), Android operating systems as well as
most other standard browsers such as IE, Firefox, Safari
and Google Chrome. Most of these standard browsers
are already part of operating systems for smart phones
and tablet PCs.
With the CB Editor you are able to configure fully
graphical visualisations with page navigation, schedules,
scenes, alarms and e-mail service. In addition, events
can also be processed with the logic module.

CB HCC – Switching and operating 1250 times
Up to 250 objects can be programmed with the ETS. This is

Just use drag & drop to move the objects onto the right control

a defined number of objects that can be used in CB HCC. If

elements. Then press save and the result appears in the display.

you require more objects, you can export up to 1000 additional
objects from the ETS project and import them into the CB HCC.
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CB HCC Smart – plain forms without clutter
Smart Phones with small displays are not normally suitable to

functions, etc. to the individual pages. The Smart Visualisation

graphically display the status of a building as the control elements

Editor uses these parameters to create a simple, tabular

are reduced to the dimensions of the small display and therefore

visualisation with an attractive design. And the best is that the

become almost impossible to operate. However, CB HCC offers

Smart Visualisation and the graphical visualisation can be used

an elegant and easy way around this problem. The standard

concurrently.

CB Editor comes with a special Smart
Visualisation Editor. With just a few
clicks you can define main pages and
sub-pages and assign functions such
as switching, value setting, heating

3. Step: Saving and exporting
Once all the work is done, you can save it and immediately load
the Smart Visualisation via the URL: http://<IP>/smartvisu.php.
No logging into a store or software installation are required.

With just three simple steps it becomes possible to control

The CB HCC has everything

functions on a small display.

that you need. And the result
is definitely one to be proud

1. Step: ETS configuration

of: an intuitive design which

In the CB HCC application, general settings are performed in the

is clearly structured and

ETS. The CB HCC requires an individual name and IP settings.

dynamically ordered.

Additionally, the group addresses from the ETS project are
required (OPC export).

And what is best, the Smart
Visualisation is always auto-

2. Step: Navigation and pages

matically adjusted to the

The basis of the navigation is a simple tree structure. The main

currently used display format,

page branches out to sub-pages. You could, for example, branch

no matter whether the display

out from the main page lighting to sub-pages that list the individual

is held vertically or horizontally.

lighting functions. To do so, create the entry lighting at the main
level first. Now select it to create the entry for a sub-page, e.g.
living room. Select the entry living room to add a light switch
function.
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CB HCC – an overview
Individual display and control

Visualisation: Space for design

		

In addition to a large degree of freedom in designing

13 MByte memory for fully graphical visualisation

the pages, the CB HCC also offers extensive system

pages, control elements and symbols, are available.

libraries and control elements for an intuitive function

Enough room for over 100 visualisation pages.

control. Control elements can be freely placed anywhere on the

Depending on your requirements, these pages can be created

pages. All functions including switching, value setting, status

as simple 2D graphics or photo-realistic 3D graphics. There are

display, shutter control, matrix switches, dim sliders and alarm

no limits to the page structure or navigation.

elements are supported.

Scenes – one click, many events
Time and events remain at home

The CB HCC supports up to 5000 scene processes.

When punctuality becomes important, 300 weekly

With only one click, stand-by devices can be

and 300 annual schedules can be configured in

switched on or the lighting can be set to the required

pre-defined periods. The CB HCC receives the time

level. Scenes can be started and stopped from any objects under

signal from an NTP time server or as slave from the KNX Bus.

certain conditions. New scene values can be saved with just one

As opposed to many other smart phone visualisations, these

click. And if the new scene does not meet your expectations, you

functions remain at home when the smart phones leaves. This

can simply restore the old one.

means that time-controlled events are always be realised correctly
and safely. Changes, however, can also be initiated with the smart

Alarm – A special event
What happens if the coffee machine has stayed on

phone from the outside.

or the windows are open when nobody is at home?

When logic is required

The CB HCC informs about these special events in

Often an event is triggered when a chain of logic

a specific alarm popup window. And for security reasons, the CB

conditions is either true or false. This is not a problem

HCC also sends out an individual alarm text via e-mail.

for the CB HCC as it can realise up to 1000 logic
functions: NOT, AND, OR, NOR, NAND, XOR, XNOR, =, <=, >=,

E-mail – always in the loop
The CB HCC is equipped with an e-mail service.

<, >, +, -, *,/……

Alarm notifications can be forwarded to the

KNXnet/IP – interface between the systems

appropriate e-mail addresses. The e-mail texts can

The CB HCC supports the KNXnet/IP protocol and

be individually formulated because with a simple mouse click,

can therefore be used as programming interface for

system variables such as the value or name of an event can be

the ETS. You can use a tunnelling connection (ETS

integrated into the e-mail text.

programming) and an object server connection (for advanced
visualisation tasks, for example in connection with ComBridge

IPAS-Wiki - Tips and tricks online
IPAS offers integrators an online support page.

Backup – for your safety

		

Wiki

Studio Evolution).

On www.ipas-products.com/ipaswiki IPAS offers
a wide range of information for users and system

Each project can be backed up on an external data

integrators free-of-charge. You can, for example,

medium and imported into the CB HCC via the CB

download current updates, additional style sheets for control

Editor. And if there are any new developments, the

elements and demo projects. The full text search makes it possible

CB HCC can be brought up-to-date at any time via a special

to quickly and easily search for information about different topics.

update page.
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